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30 Korean Greetings Workbook by Linguajunkie.com
Practice writing out the Korean words and phrases on the line below. There's plenty of room so you
can write more than once.

This PDF is good for writing practice. But if you want to learn to speak and understand real Korean...
I recommend KoreanClass101.

So, if you want a Korean learning program/app with lessons by real teachers,
go to KoreanClass101.com (click here) and sign up for a FREE Lifetime Account.

30 Greetings Korean Romanization

1 hello 여보세요 yeoboseyo

2 hi 안녕하세요 annyeonghaseyo

3 good morning 좋은 아침 joh-eun achim

4 good afternoon 안녕하세요 annyeonghaseyo

5 good evening 안녕하세요 annyeonghaseyo

6 good day 좋은 날 joh-eun nal

7 hey 야 ya

https://www.koreanclass101.com/member/go.php?r=327919&l=uggcf%3A%2F%2Fjjj.xbernapynff101.pbz%2F%3Ffep%3Dyvathnwhaxvr-xberna-terrgvatfjo
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8 How are you? 어떻게 당신은? eotteohge dangsin-eun?

9 how is everything?
모든 것이
어떻게? modeun geos-i eotteohge?

10 what's up? 무슨 일이야? museun il-iya?

11 long time no see 오랜만이에요 olaenman-ieyo

12 excuse me 실례합니다 sillyehabnida

13
hello, my name

is...
안녕 내
이름은... annyeong nae ileum-eun...

14 bye 안녕 annyeong

15 good bye 안녕 annyeong

16 see you later 나중에 보자 najung-e boja

17 see you tomorrow 내일 봐요 naeil bwayo
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18 let's meet again 또 만나요 tto mannayo

19 have a good day
좋은 하루
되세요 joh-eun halu doeseyo

20 have a good night 좋은 밤을 joh-eun bam-eul

21 good night
안녕히

주무세요 annyeonghi jumuseyo

22 How is your day?
하루는

어떻게입니까? haluneun eotteohgeibnikka?

23 What's new? 새로운 기능? saeloun gineung?

24 How's life? 어때? eottae?

25 Nice to see you 만나서 반가워 mannaseo bangawo

26 Nice to meet you
만나서

반갑습니다 mannaseo bangabseubnida

27
How have you

been?
어떻게 지냈나

요? eotteohge jinaessna yo?
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28 Hello everyone 안녕하십니까 annyeonghasibnikka

29
How are you

feeling? 기분은? gibun-eun?

30 I have to go 가야 해요 gaya haeyo

If you want a Korean learning program/app with lessons by real teachers,
Go to KoreanClass101.com (click here) and sign up for a FREE Lifetime Account.
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